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SUPPORTED UNDER:

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FIRE project aims to contribute to reduce the GAP between research and industry in Europe to
strength the competitiveness of the European industry.
In this report we have study the approach of some other non-European countries to
cybersecurity and research in the field, looking for research collaboration opportunities.
AMERICA
The United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is responsible for the development
and deployment of technologies to protect the United States’ cyber infrastructure, including the
Internet and other critical infrastructures that depend on computer systems for their mission. In
parallel the US National Science Foundation (NSF) runs academic research programs in
support of national Federal Cybersecurity R&D priorities. This report describes the top
Technical/ Policy challenges for the US in cybersecurity, the US DHS and NSF R&D Programs
underway to address these challenges, and potential areas for EU Trustworthy ICT research
collaboration with the US identified at the World Cyber Security Summit in Belfast in March
2014.
Latin American (Latam) countries have been included in a regional analysis due to their
similarities and the attempts to build common strategies and infrastructures. Cyber crime in
Latam is highly diverse, it is the evolutions of the many ways of organize delinquency operating
in the region. There are common efforts pushed from the OAS (Organization of American
States) to increase the cybersecurity in its integrating countries: promoting and assisting in the
deployment of CERTS1 and CSIRTs2; the development of National Cybersecurity Strategies
and adequate legislation; training professionals and population and promoting collaboration and
coordination among countries. There are remarkable differences from country to country. We
have selected four of them for the purpose of this report. Colombia is a successful reference for
its advance cyber security policies and implementation, Argentina has achieved significant
progress but still insufficient, while in the other extreme there are countries like Mexico or Brazil
with insufficient protection, in spite of the big investment made by Brazil. It is also interesting
that Brazil is promoting, through Mercosur, the development of stronger regional policies and
deployment of infrastructures to reduce the dependence of USA to avoid spying.
The R&D ecosystem in Latam is precarious. But there are industry growing in Brazil, Argentina
and others, and opportunities for European Industry are attractive. The European Commission
has funded projects to develop a network of Technology Platforms in Latam, linked to the
European ones, not covering cybersecurity (yet).
ASIA
Israel is a centre of innovation and technological excellence and its government and policies
strongly support investment and economic growth. Israel is considered as a natural leader in
cyber defense and made it as part of its core defense strategy. There was a significant
improvement in coordination of Israel’s cyber defense organizations, including the functioning of
Israel’s security systems and the increased cooperation between the civilian and defense
sectors. National cyber initiative and National cyber bureau are main initiatives to provide

1 Computer emergency response team
2 Computer Security Incident Response Teams
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successful cyber security strategy where Israeli specialists offer a wide range of cyber security
solutions.
Saudi Arabia has established regulatory and legislative framework to support cyber safety
issued by the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. Which also capitalize on
lessons learned from similar efforts of other countries.
The main idea was to create a national program to assure the protection and security of the
information systems within critical infrastructures. Where ICT infrastructures must be protected
and designed to operate even in case of failures and threats. Energy systems and e-commerce
space is currently centre of protection on the Saudi Arabia´s cyber security market.
The purpose of the creation and development of the information society in the Russian
Federation is to improve the quality life of citizens, ensuring competitiveness of Russia, the
development of economic, socio-political, cultural and spiritual aspects of life, improve
governance through using information and telecommunication technologies. The cyber security
strategy offers a number of important steps to improve the competence of professionals in
various fields of cyber security. It is worth noting that the strategy provides greater opportunities
for international cooperation
India is a huge country, extremely heterogeneous; it is in a fast development process due to its
position as worldwide software and software services provider. However, this situation is
threatened by its insufficient cybersecurity. The trustworthy ICT Indian industry is well
organized, there is clear awareness and plans are proposed to the government. However the
extraordinary complexity of the country makes very difficult the coordination of the multiple
entities, the research ecosystem is immature and funds for necessary investments have not
been put in place, not planned yet.
The Korean Information Security Agency (KISA) is responsible for Internet Promotion, Internet
Security, and Internet Cooperation, on behalf of the South Korean Ministry of Science,
Information Communication Technology and Future Planning (MSIP), and the Ministry of
Security and Public Administration (MOSPA). This report describes Government strategic
industry and research priorities, and potential areas for EU Trustworthy ICT research
collaboration with Korea identified at the World Cyber Security Summit in Belfast in March 2014.
While most countries in the world are struggling to put in place a strategy on cybersecurity,
Japan is under their third National Strategy on Information Security. Japanese security market
grows quickly and is 2nd largest after USA. Japan has also developed a “j-initiative for
Cybersecurity”. It is an International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation.
China is quickly becoming a world-leading high-tech country and a rising Research and
Development (R&D) power. Information security concerns also figure prominently in the major
national R&D programs of China. The national approach to cybersecurity implies a high
diversity of entities from regional and also functional level. Cyber security is considered an
integral part of public and national security and thus embedded into the respective official
policies. The National Network and Information Security Coordination Small Group (NNISCSG)
were created in 2002 and have been evolving rapidly since then. While China regularly faces
accusations that it carries out state-sponsored hacking attacks3, Chinese officials have
repeatedly claimed the country itself is a major victim of cyber-attacks that originate from foreign
countries.
3

Hjortdal, Magnus, Journal of Strategic Security, vol. 4/2011
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AUSTRALIA
The Australia´s Cyber Security Strategy is a proactive concept designed to protect cyberspace
and human beings in virtual space and to create awareness and trust among citizens. Strong
national leadership from a number of agencies is a guiding principle of the cyber security
strategy. From late 2014, CERT Australia will be co-located within the Australian Cyber Security
Centre - an important Government initiative, with other operational cyber security agencies. The
Australian Cyber Security Centre must embrace existing best practices, commit to meaningful
public–private partnerships, and set a pragmatic forward strategy. The Australian Cyber
Security Centre should become a truly effective mechanism for cooperation and collaboration
across all sectors on cyber issues.
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2 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The aim of this deliverable is twofold, on one hand to have a look of how cyber research is
being faced in other countries outside Europe and on the other hard to explore possibilities of
collaboration for the European industry, as a way to increase their market opportunities.
This is in the context that Cybersecurity is a global challenge that can’t be solved without
international collaboration.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This document has been developed by desk research, interviews with players in the countries
and workshop attendance.
Every country view has been developed by different FIRE partners, using the available
resources that differ notably from one to another. The description of countries is consequently
non-homogenous, but all of them include valuable information related to the purpose of the
report.
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4 CYBER SECURITY RESEARCH PROGRAMMES AND COLLABORATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES IN SOME COUNTRIES

4.1 AUSTRALIA
In Australia, policy development is led by the Cyber Policy Coordinator/National Chief
Information Officer within the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, under the National
Security Advisor. A guiding principle is that the scale and complexity of the cybersecurity
challenge requires strong national leadership from a number of agencies including the AttorneyGeneral’s Department, which chairs the Cyber Security Policy Committee on which operational
agencies are represented.
At operational level, in the 2009 Cyber security strategy established a new government CERT
(CERT Australia) and the Cyber Security Operation Centre (CSOC) CERT Australia is the
national coordination point within the Australian Government for the provision of cyber security
information to the Australian community.
CERT Australia assists the owners and operators of critical infrastructure and systems of
national interest and is also the official Australian point of contact in the global community of
computer emergency response teams (CERTs) to support international collaboration in regards
to cyber security issues.
CERT Australia complements the work of the Cyber Security Operations Centre to provide the
government with all-sources cyber situational awareness and an enhanced ability to facilitate
operational responses to events of national importance.
The Attorney-General’s Department is the lead agency for cyber security policy across the
Australian Government and chairs the Cyber Security Policy and Coordination Committee,
which is the interdepartmental committee that coordinates the development of cyber security
policy for the Australian Government.
The Australian Government’s cyber security policy is contained in its Cyber Security Strategy.
The Strategy was launched in 2009 and articulates the overall aim and objectives of the
Australian Government’s cyber security policy and sets out the strategic priorities that the
Australian Government will pursue to achieve these objectives. The Strategy also describes the
key actions and measures that will be undertaken through a comprehensive body of work
across the Australian Government to achieve these strategic priorities.
The Strategy was a key outcome of the E-Security Review 2008. The Review examined the
Australian Government’s cyber security policy, programs and capabilities with the aim of
developing a new Australian Government policy framework for cyber security – the Strategy.4
The Australian Government defines cyber security as:


Measures relating to the confidentially, availability and integrity of information that is
processed stored and communicated by electronic or similar means.

4

Cyber Security Strategy [online]. 2009[cit. 2014-10-31]. ISBN 978-1-921241-99-4. Available
at: http://www.ag.gov.au/
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The aim of the Australian Government’s cyber security policy is:


The maintenance of a secure, resilient and trusted electronic operating environment that
supports Australia’s national security and maximises the benefits of the digital economy.

Guiding principles
Consistent with the enduring principles outlined in the 2008 National Security Statement, the
Australian Government’s cyber security policy is based on the following guiding principles:
National leadership: The scale and complexity of the cyber security challenge requires strong
national leadership.
Shared responsibilities: All users, in enjoying the benefits of ICT, should take reasonable
steps to secure their own systems, exercise care in the communication and storage of sensitive
information and have an obligation to respect the information and systems of other users.
Partnerships: In light of these shared responsibilities, a partnership approach to cyber security
across all Australian governments, the private sector and the broader Australian community is
essential.
Active international engagement: Given the transnational nature of the internet, in which
effective cyber security requires coordinated global action, Australia must adopt an active, multilayered approach to international engagement on cyber security.
Risk management: In a globalised world where all internet-connected systems are potentially
vulnerable and where cyber attacks are difficult to detect, there is no such thing as absolute
cyber security. Australia must therefore apply a risk-based approach to assessing, prioritising
and resourcing cyber security activities.
Protecting Australian values: Australia must pursue cyber security policies that enhance
individual and collective security while preserving Australians’ right to privacy and other
fundamental values and freedoms. Maintaining this balance is a continuing challenge for all
modern democracies seeking to meet the complex cyber security challenges of the future. 5
To achieve objectives the Australian Government applies the following strategic priorities to its
programs:







Improve the detection, analysis, mitigation and response to sophisticated cyber threats,
with a focus on government, critical infrastructure and other systems of national interest.
Educate and empower all Australians with the information, confidence and practical
tools to protect themselves online.
Partner with business to promote security and resilience in infrastructure, networks,
products and services.
Model best practice in the protection of government ICT systems, including the systems
of those transacting with government online.
Promote a secure, resilient and trusted global electronic operating environment that
supports Australia's national interests.
Maintain an effective legal framework and enforcement capabilities to target and
prosecute cyber crime.

5

Cyber Security Strategy [online]. 2009[cit. 2014-10-31]. ISBN 978-1-921241-99-4. Available
at: http://www.ag.gov.au/
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Promote the development of a skilled cyber security workforce with access to research
and development to develop innovative solutions.

In cyber security sphere with funding and programmes the Australian Government is
implementing a range of initiatives designed to enhance the protection of home users and small
business from electronic attacks and fraud. 6
Australian Government Department of Communications has many funding and programs. As an
example:
Cyber security
The Australian Government is implementing a range of initiatives designed to enhance the
protection of home users and small business from electronic attacks and fraud.
Digital Business
A resource that provides practical guidance for small businesses and community organisations
to establish and enhance their online presence.
Digital Enterprise program
The Digital Enterprise program is helping small-to-medium enterprise and non-profit
organisations improve the way they do business online and participate in the digital economy.
Digital Local Government program
The Digital Local Government program helps local governments enhance their online services
and maximise the benefits of high-speed broadband. The aim of the program is to bring about
significant improvements in the quality, availability and speed of local government services.
ICT Centre of Excellence - National ICT Australia (NICTA)
Find information on Australian Government investment in a world-class ICT research and
research training institute.
Online Safety
The Australian Government's online safety measures include law enforcement, awareness
raising and education.7
European Commission has signed a Science and Technology agreement with Australia since
1994. This agreement facilitates communication and cooperation in the ICT sector, as well as
allows to both parties to participate in organized events and information exchange. Cyber
security is Australia´s strategic priority for national security and cooperation with other states is
a good way how to secure functioning and growing development of ICT sector.

4.2 CHINA
China does not have a monolithic, coordinated policy approach to cybersecurity. Instead, the
country shows a rather fragmented, highly dynamic information security policy environment,
where functional and organizational structures are subject to change frequently. Although
political power is centralized in the Chinese Communist Party, Chinese governance of cyber

6

Cyber security [online]. 2014 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available at: http://www.ag.gov.au/
Funding and programs [online]. 2014 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available
at: http://www.communications.gov.au/
7
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security is spread both regionally and functionally. For civilian or industrial cybersecurity, China
has to contend with a complicated tangle of regulatory institutions, inconsistent implementation
of policy directives, and public and private sector actors pursuing incompatible interests. At the
same time, there are multiple entities including military, intelligence and other state entities
involved in cyber policy and activity who are concerned about international as well as domestic
security8. As a guiding principle, cyber security is considered an integral part of public and
national security and thus embedded into the respective official policies.
For cybersecurity in particular, the National Network and Information Security Coordination
Small Group (NNISCSG) was created in 2002 as sub-group under SILG (State Informatization
Leading Group), although previous ruminations have existed since 1996. This body drafted
China’s national civilian cyber security strategy (“Document 27”) and approved major
cybersecurity related policies and national strategies (e.g., the Multi-Level Protection Scheme,
China Compulsory Certification, disaster recovery, incident management, e-government
security, trusted networks, infosec standards, and the infosec five-year plan). After completing
strategy formulation and policy planning in the first part of the decade, this body was disbanded
in 2008 and reconstituted in 2009.
Along with the evolution of Chinese national cyber security policies, the corresponding
organizational structure has undergone major changes in recent years, resulting in the
establishment of a Central Cybersecurity and Informatization Leading Group (CCILG) in March
2014. This new leading group largely merges the membership of the previous two leading
bodies for online governance, the State Informatization Leading Group (SILG) and the State
Network and Information Security Coordination Small Group (SNISCSG). According to official
announcements, the group was established to better protect national security, safeguard
national interests and promote the development of information technology more effectively.
While China regularly faces accusations that it carries out state-sponsored hacking attacks9,
Chinese officials have repeatedly claimed the country itself is a major victim of cyber-attacks
that originate from foreign countries, including the United States, South Korea and Germany.
According to figures reported by China's National Computer Network Emergency Response
Technical Team (CNCERT), China has found itself increasingly embroiled in cyber security
issues. In 2012, the country saw a significant raise in Trojan and botnet attacks, with a total of
73,000 Trojan and botnet command-and-control servers which had hijacked 14.2 million host
machines, marking an almost 60 percent increase from the previous year.
RESEARCH PRIORITIES
China is quickly becoming a world-leading high-tech country and a rising Research and
Development (R&D) power. It already has the biggest online market with more than 564 million
“netizens”. The number of mobile users has reached 420 million by 2012, with an impressive
growth of 18.1% compared to the previous year.
According to Chinese President Xi Jinping, “Internet security and informatization is a major
strategic issue concerning a country's security and development as well as people's life and
work.”10

8

Li Yuxiao, China Internet Governance Research Center Report, Beijing, 04/2012
Hjortdal, Magnus, Journal of Strategic Security, vol. 4/2011
10 http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2014-02/27/c_133148273.htm
9
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Information security concerns also figure prominently in the major national R&D programs of
China more generally. Chinese distrust of the security provisions of the “Wintel” platform has
motivated R&D efforts in both chip design and development and software. China’s Medium to
Long-Term Plan (MLP) for scientific and technological development, with its megaprojects, and
the more recent Strategic Emerging Industries (SEI) initiative, have incentivized Chinese
research establishments and industrial enterprises to develop their own intellectual property
(IP), but their inability to do so in many cases has also incentivized these actors to acquire
foreign technology that then can be slightly modified in order to secure Chinese IP rights.”
FUNDING PROGRAMMES
Major Chinese funding agencies on the national level are the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MoST), the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC), the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS), and the China Scholarship Council (CSC) affiliated to the Ministry
of Education (MoE). For the main regional level agencies, these include Beijing Municipal
Commission of Science and Technology (BMCST), Science and Technology Commission of
Shanghai Municipality (STCSM) and Guangdong Provincial Department of Science &
Technology (GPDST).
Chinese ICT funding programmes are typically embedded into more general, multidisciplinary
science and technology (S & T) development framework programmes, aimed at technological
progress and economic growth.11 On the other hand, ICT security recently gained awareness
and higher priority, which is supposed to be visible in future funding programmes.
With a total budget equivalent to 345 Mio USD (2006-2020), the most important programme
related to cyber security is part of the National Guidelines for medium and long-term plan for
science and technology development, coordinated by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China.
Network and information security is an integral part of this plan, along with interdisciplinary
research in data science, mathematics and software development.
RESEARCH COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
Chinese government has frequently stressed the fact that cooperation is necessary to improve
ICT security and to cope with rapid developments in cyberspace. The Chinese Ministry of
Science and Technology (MOST) announced a new round of the China-EU Science and
Technology Cooperation Program in 2013, providing co-funding for EU-China cooperation
projects to support the development of joint innovation centres, incubators, and cooperation
platforms, from research and development to demonstration and the translation of research
results.
The European Union aims to promote joint research and innovation between China and Europe
as well by funding projects like e.g. Dragon Star12, in order to support Chinese participation in
Horizon 2020 and to improve the bilateral cooperation in scientific, technological and industrial
research and innovation fields. By the end of 2013, there were approximately 60 EU-China Joint
Research Structures (JRS) established through public funding.

11

State Council PRC: The National Medium- and Long-Term Program for Science and
Technology Development (2006-2020)
12 http://www.dragon-star.eu/
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4.3 INDIA
India is a country with over 1,200 million people (2011 census) and the tenth world economy.
India is a federal constitutional republic governed under a parliamentary system consisting of 29
states and 7 union territories.
India is a fast growing major economy (over 7% annual growth rate) and it is considered a new
industrialized country. Special attention must be paid to the Indian software industry, benefiting
from the globalization movement, and in particular software outsourcing development.
In the field of IT security the Indian major players are:
-

-

Ministry of Communication and Information Technology (MCIT).
Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), dependent of MCIT.
Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC), dependent of DeitY.
Home Ministry (HM).
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), dependent of HM.
Cyber and Hi-Tech Crime Investigation and Training Centre (CHCIT), dependent of
CBI.
NASSCOM, the industry association for the IT-BPM sector in India.
Data Security Council of India (DSCI). It is a focal body on data protection in India,
setup as an independent Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) by NASSCOM®, to
promote data protection, develop security and privacy best practices & standards and
encourage the Indian industries to implement the same.
National CERT (CERT-in), since 2004

Other related entities:
-

CII (confederation of Indian Industry).
FICCI, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry.
ASSOCHAM. The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India.

Research institutions:
-

Indian institute of science13
DSCI Cyber Labs14

India is one of the most affected countries by cyber-crime and its ranks low in the SDA Cyber
Defense Report15 with 2,5/5.
There are some remarkable issues regarding cyber-security in India:


Information & Cyber Insecurity is the highest risk for the Indian Industry
accordingly to the India Risk Survey 201216.

13

http://www.iisc.ernet.in/
https://www.dsci.in/cyber-labs
15 http://www.mcafee.com/in/resources/reports/rp-sda-cyber-security.pdf
16 http://blog.ficci.com/india-risk-survey-2013/3103/
14
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The India Risk Survey 2012 pointed out that in the overall risk scoring, information &
cyber insecurity emerged as the most critical of all risks to business establishments in
India. This is mainly due to enhanced use of computing and burgeoning levels of digital
crime. Further, information & cyber insecurity figured in the top three risks for most of
the industry sectors.


The DeitY has issued a National Cyber Security Policy (NCSP – 2013)17 outlining the
steps that India IT industry must accomplish to reinforce the country position as software
outsourcing provider and data handling. It is worth noting the intention of building a work
force of 500,000 hundred professionals trained in the field pf data security and cyber
security during the next five years.
There are several opinions about the Policy from Indian stakeholders. DSCI 18 welcomes
the initiative and highlights possible impacts and opportunities and also identifies some
concerns, like the insufficient prominence of International Cooperation.
Recently, Perry4Law published19: “The National Cyber Security Policy of India 2013
(NCSP 2013) was drafted in the year 2013. However, NCSP 2013 itself is suffering from
many serious drawbacks. These include lack of privacy protection, absence of
integration with the National Security Policy of India, absence of civil liberties protection
in cyberspace, absence of balance between civil liberties and national security
requirements, non-implementation of the policy, etc.”



17

18
19

20

Public - private partnership to fight Cybercrime
DCSI representing Indian industry is very active in identifying challenges and proposing
solutions. They are pushing in the direction of strengthening public-private partnership as
a catalyst to increase security. In this sense Data Security Council of India (DSCI) has
signed, in July 2014, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)20 with the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) reaffirming its objective of strengthening abilities of law
enforcement officials in combating cybercrimes and establishing collaboration between
Law Enforcement agencies through CBI, Cyber and Hi-Tech Crime Investigation and
Training Centre (CHCIT) and the IT Industry through DSCI. CHCIT will serve as a
networking platform and DSCI will act as knowledge partner for the CBI in the cyber
security areas.

http://deity.gov.in/content/national-cyber-security-policy-2013-1

https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/NCSP%202013_DSCI%20Analysis%20v1.0.pdf
http://ptlb.in/ccici/?p=445
https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/DSCI_CBI%20MoU_2014.pdf
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There have been previous initiatives trying developing public-private collaboration
frameworks, like the one in 2012 that created a working group with JWG and the Private
Sector21.
However, the multiplicity of public and privates entities in India and the lack of effective
communication and collaboration is one of the main reasons of India underperformance
in cyber security. Others are the general digital illiteracy of the population and
government employees.
RESEARCH PRIORITIES IN TRUSTWORHTY ICT
One remarkable report about cyber research priorities in India is: “Cyber Security Research
Developments Global and Indian Context”, published by DSCI in 2014 22.
Accordingly to the report the R&D ecosystem in cyber research in India is being consolidated
along last years:
“R&D activities in cyber domain are gaining traction in private sector and academia in India, with
the support of and encouragement by the government. In recent past the country has witnessed
numerous successful research outcomes and many of them have been translated into
businesses, through the emergence of indigenous cyber security companies. Academia is
playing a crucial role in India to build a healthy ecosystem for the cyber security research, which
is evident from rising of indigenous cyber security companies emerging out from the incubation
centres of these academic institutions. The global acceptance for the wide range of indigenous
products & services offered by these companies has also been seen in recent past, validating
indigenous competence. Traditional IT services providers are also giving due prominence to
cyber security domain and some of the players have expanded their research activities in cyber
security. “
Some of the on-going research areas highlighted in the document are:








Quantum Cryptography & Secure Multiparty Computation
Threat Intelligence
Next Generation Firewall
Secured Protocol and Algorithms
Authentication Techniques
BYOD, Cloud and Mobile Security
Cyber Forensics

Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC) is the premier R&D organization of
the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), Ministry of Communications
& Information Technology (MCIT) for carrying out R&D in IT, Electronics and associated areas.
Their main interest in cyber security research areas are : 23.
 Biometrics
 Cyber Forensics
 End Point Security
 Network Security
21 https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/Data%20Security%20Council%20of%20India%20(DSCI)%20-

Recommendations%20of%20JWG.pdf
22

https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/Cyber%20Security%20Research%20Developments%20_Global%20and%20Indian%20Context%20
.pdf
23 http://cdac.in/index.aspx?id=cyber_security
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Mobile and Web Security
SCADA Security
Cloud Security
Honeynet Technologies

However none of these respond to a cyber-security roadmap elaborated by any official body
or a public private partnership. This is in fact an identified need of the previous document
“Cyber Security Research Developments Global and Indian Context”.
FUNDING RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
There is not currently, in India, a public program of funding research in industry to carry on this
potential roadmap. Most available funds are oriented to academia. This is a limitation in
strengthening the cyber ecosystem.
There are in place some international cooperation programs with limited funding and scope
under the Department of Science and Technology24.
COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
DCSI identifies the European Data Protection Directive as a challenge for the Indian industry
in its report “Whitepaper EU Adequacy Assessment of India”,25 due to the fact that India
industry is becoming a major world player in the field of software development outsourcing and
data handling. That could maybe open opportunities for collaboration.
DSCI in collaboration with EastWest Institute26 published in 2010 “The cybersecurity Agenda.
Mobilizing for International Action”27. This document, written from the Indian industry
perspective, identifies some key areas of collaboration with other countries, base basically on
the fact that cyber security is a global threat that can’t be fight locally. Those are:
The term “cybersecurity” depends upon international cooperation at the following levels:
a. National nodal centres on information infrastructure, based on public-private
partnerships, to cooperate;
b. Global service providers such as Google, Microsoft, Twitter, Yahoo, and Facebook to
cooperate with law enforcement agencies in all countries and respond to their requests
for investigations;
c. Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) to exchange threats and
vulnerabilities data in an open way to build an early-watch-and-warning system;
d. Incident management and sharing of information with a view to building an
international incident response system.
e. Critical-infrastructure protection: Establishment of an international clearing house for
critical-infrastructure protection to share threats, vulnerabilities, and attack vectors.
f. Sharing and deployment of best practices for cybersecurity
g. Creation of continued awareness on cyber threats, and international coordination as
part of early-watch-and warning System
h. Acceptable legal norms for dealing with cyber crimes regarding territorial jurisdiction,
sovereign responsibility, and use of force to reconcile differing national laws concerning
24

http://dst.gov.in/scientific-programme/International-s-tcoop.htm

25

https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/WhitePaper%20EU_Adequacy%20Assessment%20of%20India.pdf

26

www.ewi.info
https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/cybersecurity__mobilizing_for_international_action_0.pdf
27
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the investigation and prosecution of cyber crimes, data preservation, protection, and
privacy. Address the problem of existing cyber laws that do not carry enforcement
provisions.
i. Incident response; and transnational cooperation, including establishment of
appropriate mechanisms for cooperation. Such measures must include provisions to
respond to counter cyber terrorism, including acts of sabotage of critical infrastructure
and cyber espionage through information warfare
j. Law Enforcement Agencies to Investigate cases, collect forensic evidence at the
behest of other countries, and prosecute cyber criminals to bring them to justice
It is time for the international community to start debates and discussions to encourage
nations to create domestic public-private partnerships for cybersecurity, establishing laws
for cyber-crimes, and, more importantly, to take steps for international cooperation to secure
cyberspace.

4.4 ISRAEL
Science and technology in Israel is one of the country's most developed sectors. The
percentage of Israel engaged in scientific and technological inquiry, and the amount spent on
research and development in relation to gross domestic product, is the highest in the world.
Israel's percentage of the total number of scientific articles published worldwide is almost 10
times higher than its percentage of the world's population. Israel boasts the highest number of
scientists, technicians, and engineers.
Israel is a centre of innovation and technological excellence and leading entrepreneurial society.
Enjoys an excellent track record in breakthrough discoveries and innovations. Israel’s
government and policies strongly support investment and economic growth.
Government Support










The Law for the Encouragement of Capital Investments:
Competitive grant program
Tax exemption path for manufacturing facilities
The Law for the Encouragement of Industrial R&D
Tax exemption for venture capital investment
Promoting R&D Centers in the Periphery (Negev & Galilee)
Special Program - R&D centers for the financial sector
The Global Enterprise R&D Cooperation Framework
Israel NewTech – Supporting Israel’s Cleantech Industry28

Israeli cyber security policy was established based on two major official milestones. The first of
two has been the 2010 "National Cyber Initiative", aiming for Israel to become a top five global
cyber superpower by 2015. The second milestone, coming after years of acknowledged
departmentalized activities in various branches, was the Government of Israel's Government
Resolution in 2011 adopting recommendations for the "National Cyber Initiative". At the core of
these two initiatives stood the establishment of the Israel National Cyber Bureau (INCB) in the
Prime Minister's office, reporting directly to the Prime Minister.

28

Invest In Israel Where Breakthroughs Happen [online]. 2010 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available
at: http://www.investinisrael.gov.il/
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The Bureau's mission henceforth has been to serve as an advisory body for the Israel´s Prime
Minister, the government and its committees over national policy in the cyber field and to
promote its implementation. The National Cyber Bureau's mandate is threefold. The first is to
defend national infrastructures from cyber attack. This aspect surely has not been restricted to
traditional law enforcement reactive deterrence dialectics, as it considers also a preventive
outlook.
The second and third mandate is advancing Israel as a centre of information technology, and
encouraging cooperation between academia, industry and the private sector, government
offices and the security community, respectively.
Cyber security definitions
A cyber security policy model should adhere to three categories of definitions as these are
repeatedly present in leading national cyber policies.






Defining the range of cyber threats; ranging from deliberate attacks for military or political
advantage through the forms of cyber crime and cyber warfare and cyber terror against
civil and military objects.
Defining types of cyber security risks; ranging from concealment (Trojan horse), infectious
malware and malware for profit (vector, control, maintenance and payload), Botnets,
cybercrime business models (advertising, theft, support) and chokepoints (anti-malware,
registrars, payments, site takedown and blacklisting).
Defining types of practices not designated as cyber security risks; including joke software,
hoaxes, scams, spam and internet cookies). Models of cooperation over cyber security.29

In the cyber domain, Israeli specialists offer a wide range of cyber security solutions, including
telecommunication and network security technologies, financial processing and data security
technologies, and communications surveillance.
In 2014, over 220 local companies alongside 20 foreign R&D centres develop security solutions
applied throughout the world including: PayPal, IBM, EMC, RSA, GE, VMWare, General
Electric, Cisco, Deutsche Telekom, Lockheed Martin, CA Technologies, McAfee. IBM, Cisco,
and GE are establishing major cyber centres in Israel, recruiting hundreds of local employees in
the process.
The government offers generous assistance to both high technology and other companies, to
subsidize R&D and capital spending.
The Office of the Chief Scientist provides assistance to start-up and new-immigrant
entrepreneurs, through its network of 24 technological incubators around the country. More than
800 projects have been initiated, of which 600 have been completed.
The Office of the Chief Scientist also supervises bi-national R&D cooperation, infrastructures
and agreements, which complement Israel's unique range of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs)
with the US, Canada, the European Union, EFTA and other European countries. Israel also has
R&D agreements with France, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Belgium, Ireland and
India. Bi-national R&D funds have been set up with the US, Canada, Britain and Singapore, and

29

TOWARDS A CYBER SECURITY POLICY MODEL: ISRAEL NATIONAL CYBER BUREAU
(INCB) CASE STUDY [online]. 2014 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available at: http://weblaw.haifa.ac.il/
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Israel participates in the Fifth Framework Program of the European Union's Commission on
Science, Research and Development.
In addition, the Investment Center at the Ministry of Industry and Trade provides subsidies for
capital spending on new and expanded industrial plants. The rate of these subsidies varies
according to region, with the outlying zones qualifying for the highest levels. High tech
companies, which more often than not have low capital spending requirements, often opt to take
the assistance in the form of tax incentives.30
The Small and Medium Businesses Agency in Israel
The Small and Medium Businesses Agency in Israel was established at the initiative of the
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor. The intent was to create a body, which would formulate
policy for promoting small and medium-sized businesses, and assist entrepreneurs, as well as
serve as the focus for activity in this field and coordinate the work of various bodies active in this
area. The main objective of the Agency is to assist entrepreneurs in surmounting the obstacles
and difficulties facing them.
Functions of the Agency:












To initiate and implement government policy to assist small and medium-sized
businesses.
To create and operate programs of assistance for these businesses.
To coordinate between all the organizations involved in promoting this sector.
To establish local and regional centres for encouraging small and medium-sized
businesses.
To introduce legislation pertaining to small and medium-sized businesses.
To implement guidance, public relations and educational programs for the management
of small and medium-sized businesses.
To fulfil research and surveys on the sector and to establish useful databases.
To create additional funds and vehicles of assistance.
To lobby both publicly and privately to eliminate obstacles facing entrepreneurs.
To locate and encourage entrepreneurial potential among specific segments of the
population, such as minorities.
To create a positive and supportive growth environment for small and medium-sized
businesses.

The Funds for Promoting Small Businesses assists in the establishment and expansion of small
businesses in all sectors of the economy. Within this framework the State guarantees loans to
small businesses as a means of encouraging banks to grant loans to these businesses and to
overcome the problem of insufficient collateral.31
As an example of collaboration is good to mention The UK Israel Tech Hub, which was
launched at the British Embassy Israel in October 2011 as a pilot programme to drive economic
growth in both countries. For example they connect innovative British and Israeli corporations
and start-ups to address the technological challenges and opportunities of the digital world for
the media, advertising, retail and financial industries.
30

Israel Science & Technology: High-Tech Sector [online]. 2014 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available at:
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/
31 Assistance for Small and Medium-Sized Businesses [online]. 2014 [cit. 2014-10-31]. Available
at: http://www.moital.gov.il/NR/exeres/54A8A7EB-8526-43E1-A8EA-210513B20FE6.htm
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4.5 JAPAN
National Information Security Center (NISC) was established in the Cabinet Secretariat (April
2005) and Information Security Policy Council (ISPC) was established in the Strategic
Headquarters for the Promotion of an Advanced Information and Telecommunications Network
Society (May 2005). The aim was strengthening measures for information security issues.
"First National Strategy on Information Security", the "Second National Strategy on Information
Security" and the "Information Security Strategy for Protecting the Nation", were drew up. All
these strategies working towards increasing of security level by taking into account basic
principles for cybersecurity such as free information flow, responding to increasingly serious
risks, enhancing of risk-based approach and acting in partnership based on shared
responsibilities.
Japanese security market grows quickly and is 2nd largest after USA. Its doubling in
comparison to 2010 is expected for 2020.
RESEARCH PRIORITIES
Key areas of action defined by “Cybersecurity Strategy” are:




Reinforcement of policies taking account of possible outbreaks of cyber-attacks and
establishment of a response organization.
Establishment of policies adapted to changes in the information security environment.
Establishing active rather than passive information security measures.

The main action points covered by the strategy include:








Overcome IT risks to realize safety and security in the nation’s life.
Implementation of a policy that strengthens national security and crisis management
expertise in cyberspace, and integrity with ICT policy as the foundation of
socioeconomic activities.
Establishment of a triadic policy that comprehensively covers the viewpoints of national
security, crisis management, and nation/user protection. An information security policy
with a focus on the nation’s/users’ viewpoint is particularly important.
Establishment of an information security policy that contributes to the economic growth
strategy.
Building up international alliances

FUNDING PROGRAMMES
Capability for Engineering of Protection, Technical Operation, Analysis and Response
(CEPTOAR)
This programme was developed for sharing and analyzing information in the 10 critical
infrastructure fields: Telecommunications, Finance, Civil Aviation, Railways, Electricity, Gas,
Government service, Medical services, Water works and Logistics. It includes information about
failures, cyber-attacks, threats and vulnerabilities.
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Awareness Raising
"Information Security Awareness Month" is held annually in February and consists of events
aimed at cultivating awareness in business and individual users. "International Cyber Security
Campaign” is comparable measure held in October. Purpose of these events is to transform
cyberspace hygiene into a national movement.
RESEARCH COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
Information Security Policy Council of Japan has developed “j-initiative for Cybersecurity”. It is
an International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation. Proposed priorities are:






Building of a mechanism for international cooperation and partnership in identification
and analysis of security incidents and prevention of further damage as well as
prevention of similar incidents.
Establishing a mechanism for global information sharing especially between Computer
Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs), law enforcement agencies and
researchers.
Establishing framework of cooperation for international security in cyberspace

Japan operates some programmes that are aimed at strengthening of international collaboration
in cyber security areas.
Control System Security Centre (CSSC)
CSSC is technology research association. It was formed by infrastructure manufactures and
other companies in March 2012. The headquarters in Tagajo City (Tohoku region) has security
verification facilities for different industrial control systems. This includes small-scale mock
plants for simulations in electric power and gas systems, building and chemical process
automation.
PRACTICE (Proactive Response
Collaborative Exchange)

Against

Cyber-attacks

Through

International

The project exists since 2011 and aims countering and reducing the risks of cyber-attacks. The
international information gathering network should be built in collaboration with Internet service
providers and universities in Japan and abroad. PRACTICE is supported by Telecom-ISAC
Japan (ISP association).
TSUBAME (International network traffic monitoring project)
Project for monitoring and visualization Internet traffic is implemented since 2007. It was
initiated by JPCERT/CC and developed under the framework of APCERT (Asia Pacific
Computer Emergency Response Team). Monitoring sensors are installed in the national
CSIRTs (Computer Security Incident Response Teams) and visualizes monitoring results in the
region. Strengthening collaboration between CSIRTs is aim of the project. This aim should be
achieved through gathering and sharing of information, and responding to malicious activity
together.
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4.6 KOREA
The Korean Information Security Agency (KISA) carries out the following activities for the South
Korean Ministry of Science, Information Communication Technology (ICT) & Future Planning
(MSIP), and for the Ministry of Security and Public Administration (MOSPA) 32:






Internet Promotion
o Sustainable Internet Environment
o Activation (and management) of National Domain (.kr)
o Creating a ‘healthy’ internet world (for citizens)
Internet Security
o Creating a safe internet environment
o Protection of the Citizens’ Personal Information
o Guidance for Internet and Information Security
o Critical Information Infrastructure Protection
o Strengthening of Security for Electronic Government Services
o Protection of Public Information
Internet Cooperation
o Creating a new value through the convergence of broadcasting and
communications
o Support of international Cooperation for raising the prestige of Korean Broadcasting
and Communications
o Overseas Expansion of Broadcasting and Communications Technology Services
and Contents Support
o Provision of Information in the Global Market
o Reinforce Overseas Promotion of broadcasting and communications Technology
Services and Contents

RESEARCH PRIORITIES
MSIP has launched a new ‘future growth engine’ implementation plan, in May 2014, selecting
nine strategic industries (backed by industrial strategies)33:


Smart cars, 5G mobile communications, marine plants, customised wellness care, wearable
smart equipment, intelligent robots, disaster and safety management, smart systems,
tangible content and renewable energy hybrid systems.

MSIP has also identified four fundamental industries of strategic importance:


Intelligent semi-conductors, big data, converged materials, and Internet of Things (IoT).

MOSPA’s target is to open 60% of government data sets by 2016. The ‘Government 3.0’
initiative seeks to provide customised services for the citizen through utilisation of technology
and open data.
FUNDING PROGRAMMES
The MSIP R&D Plan for Information Security until 2017 has the following vision 34:

32
33

Korean Information Security Agency Website: http://www.kisa.or.kr
UK FCO: Research and Analysis – South Korea: Innovation and Openness 3 July 2014.
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Establish Secure and Trustworthy Creative Society Safety Network

to achieve objectives relating to:




Global Market Share;
Advanced Technology, and;
Competitiveness of Information Security Products

The R&D Focus in 2014 is in Incident Response and Wireless Intrusion Detection Systems.
RESEARCH COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
The World Cyber Security Summit in Belfast in March 2014 gave an opportunity to share views
on Trustworthy ICT research priorities with the Korean Information and Security Agency (KISA).
The most striking research synergies that emerged in discussion were in Cyber Physical
Systems (FIRE Research Agenda Research Theme 6). Korean government and industry
organisations already work with EU partners in CPS security e.g. Queens University Belfast
Centre for Secure Information Technologies (CSIT), and see this area as an important
challenge.
There are good opportunities for EU research collaboration in Cyber Physical System security
with Korea in applications of common concern e.g. Energy, Transport. The FIRE partners will
therefore investigate on behalf of their regions (beyond the end of the FIRE project)
opportunities to initiate EU research project collaboration in Cyber Physical System security with
Korea in relevant applications. Research funding opportunities include the Electronic
Components and Systems for European Leadership (ECSEL) Joint Undertaking.

4.7 LATAM (LATIN AMERICA)
Latin America35 is the sub region of the Americas comprising those countries where Romance
languages are spoken, primarily Spanish and Portuguese. It consists of twenty-two nations,
which cover an area that stretches from the southern border of the United States to the
southern tip of South America, including the Caribbean. Latin America has an area of
approximately 19,197,000 km2 (7,412,000 sq mi), almost 13% of the earth's land surface area.
As of 2013, its population was estimated at more than 604 million and in 2014, LATAM has a
combined nominal GDP of 5,573,397 million USD (almost equal to those of the UK and France
combined).
There are two reasons to make an overall presentation of Latin American Countries (Latam) in
this report. First one is that there are many similarities between them in terms of the faced
threats and the solutions in place. The second is that there are several collaborative initiatives
among them and the aim of developing a common strategic vision within the region.
Main efforts in this sense started soon, done by the OAS (Organization of American States). At
the 2004 OAS General Assembly, the Member States approved Resolution AG / RES. 2004
(XXXIV-O/04), titled “The Inter-American Integral Strategy to Combat Threats to Cyber

KISA Presentation at World Cyber Security Forum March 2014 – Centre for Secure
Information Technologies Belfast.
35 This definition and data are from Wikipedia
34
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Security”36. CICTE is the Inter-American Committee against Terrorism37 (Comité Interamericano
contra el Terrorismo).
Main objectives of these initiatives implemented through the CICTE secretariat are:
-

To establish national "alert, watch, and warning" groups, also known as Computer
Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs), in each country;

-

To create a Hemispheric watch and warning network made up of these CSIRTs that
provides guidance and support to cyber security technicians from around the Americas;

-

To cultivate and support the development of National Cyber Security Strategies;

-

and to promote a culture and awareness of cyber security that provides for
strengthening of Cyber Security in the Americas.

In March 2012, “Strengthening Cyber Security in the Americas 38” was adopted as the central
theme of the Twelfth Annual Regular Session of CICTE. During this meeting, CICTE highlighted
the need to bolster the cyber security and resilience of critical information infrastructure, with
special emphasis on critical governmental institutions as well as those relevant for national
security, energy, finance, transport, and telecommunications. The CICTE Secretariat was
tasked with the creation of a platform for participation, cooperation, and the exchange of
information from the public and private sectors, as well as others entities with a stake in cyber
security. In addition, they were called on to support the Member States in the development of
national campaigns to encourage safe practices related to information and communication
technologies.
According to the report “Latin American and Caribbean Cybersecurity Trends and Government
Responses39”, ellaborated by the OAS and TREND Micro in 2013, the situation among
countries is far from been balanced. There are some leading countries where there is a national
strategy, advanced technical capabilities and updated laws (Colombia, in process Argentina,
Panama, Uruguay) and there are many others in very different stages of development, some of
them far from this objective.
According to this study the most relevant problems in the region are as identified below:
-

-

One of the biggest problems is the general lack of collaboration among
stakeholders: insufficient information sharing within governments, private companies
and other nongovernmental entities are reluctant to report attacks or breaches.
One of the main impediments to curbing illicit cyber activity in 2012 was the lack of
adequate legislation and robust cybersecurity policies.
And also, countries consistently discussed a need for highly skilled professionals in
the field.

And so, the net consequence of all of these factors is a less than adequate awareness of the
problem, and the continued vulnerability of critical networks and information systems (IS).

36

http://www.oas.org/en/sms/cyber/documents/AGRES.%202004%20Cyber%20Security%20Strategy%20(complete).pdf
37 http://www.oas.org/en/sms/cicte/default.asp
38 http://www.oas.org/es/ssm/cyber/documents/Declaracion.pdf
39 http://www.oas.org/es/ssm/cyber/documents/OASTrendMicroLAC_SPA.pdf
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As a consequence of Edward Snowden surveillance leaks, Brazil and Argentina are urging the
South American bloc UNASUR’s Defense Council to discuss a bilateral treaty on cyber-security
The Southern Common Market (Mercosur) member states will reduce their reliance on foreign
technology in a bid to protect against spying on their telecommunications by USA. The trade
bloc, which groups Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela, and its sister
organization - the Union of South American Nations (Unasur) - have established working groups
on cyber security and the reduction of technological dependence 40. According to Reuters, the
defense council of the regional Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) – made up of the
region's defense ministers – is in charge of examining how to implement the idea.
There is also a trend of pushing the development of National Digital Agendas in all countries.
These agendas are focused on the development of general infrastructures and the promotion of
eHealth, eGoverment, eJustice sectors and in increasing digital literacy of the population. The
content of those documents or initiatives is not so relevant from the perspective of trustworthy
ICT research.
Besides this general umbrella, each country approaches cybersecurity differently, depending on
its prevailing economic, political, and cultural landscape. Some countries have selected to
show a sample of what is going on, information has been obtained from Cyber Security Trends
Report Latam, elaborated by OEA, and Symantec 41 and interviews.

4 .7 .1 ARGEN TI N A
Population: 41,350,000. Internet coverage: 55.8%. Broad band subscribers: 10.9%
The leader institution in charge of cybersecurity in Argentina is the National Programme for
Critical Infrastructure and Cyber Security Information (ICIC), part of the National Office of
Information Technology (ONTI) depending on the Cabinet of Ministers. The investigation of
cyber crime and related activities are carried out mainly by the Argentina Federal Police (AFP),
through its Division of Technology Crime. The Government of Argentina has also developed
national policies for information security, and national cybersecurity strategy has already been
developed and is being considered for approval. Within the framework of the ICIC
(www.icic.gov.ar) was founded the first CERT (computer emergency response team) nationwide
in 1994, and in 2011, it was formally appointed as part of the National Office of Technology
Information (ONTI), where it expanded to provide additional services
From a different perspective, in the context of the ICT deployment politics is worth noting the
creation of the Manuel Sadosky Foundation. It is a mixed (public / private) institution whose goal
is to promote stronger and closer interaction between Industry and the scientific-technological
system, in all aspects related to Information and Communications Technology (ICT). Launched
and funded by the Minister of Science, Technology, and Productive Innovation. One of the
important specific programs is about ICT Security42.

40

http://policyreview.info/articles/news/brazil-lead-governance-internet/198
http://www.oas.org/es/ssm/cyber/documents/OASTrendMicroLAC_SPA.pdf
42 http://www.fundacionsadosky.org.ar/Programas-Proyectos/seguridad-en-tic
41
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Argentina uses to be in the top ranking of Internet penetration and educational skills in the
region. That contributes to be one of the most relevant countries of the regions in terms of ICT
security industry.
Argentina exhibits one of the richest and most diversified cyber-crime environments in the
world. 43

4 .7 .2 BRAZI L
Population: 201,033,000. Internet coverage: 49.8% . Broad band subscribers: 9.2%
Brazil is the biggest, most populated country in Latam and the region’s largest economy
The White Paper to Guide Future Defense Priorities was adopted by Brazil in 2012. The Paper
outlines cyber defense actions planned for the near term including the development of Brazil’s
Cyber Defense Center (CDCiber) 44 and the establishment of Brazilian CERT.
DSIC45 (Department of Information and Communication Security under the Cabinet of
Institutional Security, GSI) had published the Green Book on Brazil’s Cyber Security46 with
the intention of fostering dialogue between state and non-state actors. The Green Book has a
set of principles on how the country’s networks should be governed. Even with departments that
have been established to address cyber security, Brazil “is still in diapers” in terms of cybersecurity, Brazilian Defense Minister Celso Amorim told Congress. 47”
CERT.br48 is the Brazilian National Computer Emergency Response Team, maintained by
NIC.br (the executive branch of the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee 49. It is a FIRST
member. Brazil has one of the largest networks in proportion of early warning centers and
response teams to security incidents (CSIRTs), with more than 36 centers in the country.50.
Summarizing, Brazil is developing its cyber-security strategy. It has a national CERT (CERT. br)
since 1997. An Information Security Department was set up in 2006, and a cybersecurity
command in 2010. However, according to “Cyber-security: The vexed question of global rules
An independent report on cyber-preparedness around the World” 51, widespread police
corruption and lack of legislation to combat cybercrime have constituted the country’s Achilles
heel. Also infrastructure and technology across Latam tend to be outdated, and that’s still the
case in Brazil.
In spite of the modernization efforts in cyberdefence (with a budget of 420 M$ in 2013)52, Brazil
ranked as the second largest source of cyberattacks53 and its scores 2.5/5 in cyberdefense in
previously mentioned study54, that means the bottom line of ranked countries.
43

OEI-25-06-13.pdf
http://www.dct.eb.mil.br
45 http://dsic.planalto.gov.br/
46 http://dsic.planalto.gov.br/documentos/publicacoes/1_Livro_Verde_SEG_CIBER.pdf
47
http://www.ipsnews.net/2013/07/brazil-wide-open-to-cyber-invasion/
48 http://www.cert.br
49 http://www.cgi.br/pagina/about-the-cgi-br/148
50 http://www.cert.br/csirts/brasil/
51 http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-sda-cyber-security.pdf
44

52

https://www.inteco.es/blogs/post/Seguridad/BlogSeguridad/Articulo_y_comentarios/la_ciberseguridad_de_brasil_una_clave_para_el_pro
greso
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4 .7 .3 CO LO M BI A
Population: 47,130,000. Internet coverage: 49%. Broad band subscriptors: 8.2%
In 2011, Colombia became the first Latin American country to unveil a national cyber defense
strategy, CONPES 370155. Accordingly, Colombia has developed a “National Cyber Security
and Cyber Defense Policy,” which led to the creation of the Colombian Cyber Emergency
Response Group (colCERT), National-level coordinating entity that overseas all aspects of
cybersecurity and cyberdefense; the Cyber Police Center (CCP), Responsible for ensuring the
integrity of police and civil society networks; maintains robust investigative capability; and the
Comando Conjunto Cibernético (CCOC) or the Joint Cyber Command: Military unit responding
to attacks against the nation’s military assets.
The 1273 Act, enacted in 2009, is the backbone of the country's national legislative framework
on cyber security and cyber crime. As for cooperation and information sharing between the
private sector and government authorities, there is a specific rule, Decree 1704 (2012), which
establishes the requirements for suppliers of telecommunications networks and services.
International cooperation has been strong, national authorities contributed, directly, with
counterpart agencies in other regions in response to cyber attacks or cyber crime. Notably, the
government recently invited to an International Committee of Experts to come to the country
and conduct a comprehensive assessment of cyber security in Colombia. Emphasis was placed
on cybersecurity policies, incident response and management, regulatory frameworks and
international cooperation, legislation and research on cyber crimes and cyber defense. The
experts met with government officials and observed operations at numerous government
institutions, and exchanged information and ideas with stakeholders in national cybersecurity
initiatives.
All inputs collected from the work carried out with the international expert team will contribute to
the new cyber defense strategy, that the Colombian government is drawing up to deal with the
growing rate of cyber attacks. The Andean country maintains a strong commitment to the
digitization of the country and continues to use information technology to overhaul its education
and healthcare sectors.
The main issues of this new strategy are:
-

It is planned on two systems. Colombia would have an external security system (cyber)
and other about internal policies (cybersecurity).
More staff, more resources to commands and defense research groups and digital
security.
More technology. Increased budget, and work with private experts is emphasized.
Strong Laws. Prosecute in a timely and effective manner to digital criminals will be key
point. The current legislative framework requires review and hardening.
Intelligence. More and better resources to monitoring and surveillance on ciberthreats.

53

http://www.esecurityplanet.com/trends/article.php/3858971/Russia-Brazil-Lead-Cyber-AttackBarrage.htm
54 http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-sda-cyber-security.pdf
55 http://www.mintic.gov.co/portal/604/articles-3510_documento.pdf
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Levels of cyber crime are lower in Colombia and Chile than in other country clubs in the region.
Pending problems are related with inadequate police training on advanced attacks, difficulties in
preserving and examining digital evidence; and lack of cooperation from Internet service
providers and other private organizations.

4 .7 .4 M ÉXI CO
Population: 118,419,000. Internet coverage: 38.4%. Broad band subscribers: 10.5%
The Mexican government initially only had one unit in the Secretariat of Public Security tasked
to respond to cyberthreats. Increased frequency of cyber incidents impelled the creation of a
new Coordination Center for the Prevention of Electronic Crimes. The center is responsible for
managing cyber incident response, investigating electronic crimes, analyzing digital evidence,
protecting critical infrastructures, and responding to digital threats that would affect the integrity
of critical networks.
This center is also home to the primary computer incident response cybersecurity (CSIRTs) with
national responsibility, the CERT-MX. This is the Mexican link in the Forum Equipment Incident
Response and Security (FIRST).
In addition, the National Specialized Cyber Incident Response Team was created to augment
government capabilities. This group monitors and secures the federal government’s digital
assets.
Accordingly to a report titled Cyber-security: The Vexed Question of Global Rules 56 which ranks
how effective is the government’s response to cyber security in 23 countries threats, Mexico
was ranked last with a score of 2 out of 5. It says:
“It is safe to say that Mexico is easily the worst country in terms of combating cyber threats.
Unlike those at the top, Mexico witnesses a huge disconnect throughout the country which
makes it impossible to address any cyber security threats. The country has not articulated a
formal strategy or a set of rules to follow within the cyber arena. The country’s internal battle
with drug cartels and corruption disrupts any security measures set in place. Additionally, fear of
the cartels prevents the successful implementation of any measures and, as a result, physical
and technological security cannot be bridged. The massive disconnect between the two leaves
the entire country at risk and there is little hope anything will be done to reverse that.”
In April 30th this year, the National Security Program for 2014-201857 was published. The
publication defined as "risks and threats" to national security factors such as natural disasters
and pandemics, transnational organized crime and cybersecurity.
Mexico Daily review summarizes:
“The full text turns around an integral vision of security which implies technological, energetic,
demographic and environmental aspects.

56

http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-sda-cyber-security.pdf
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http://www.presidencia.gob.mx/programa-para-la-seguridad-nacional-2014-2018/
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It is divided in four sections: 1) A multidimensional policy for the national security of Mexico,
which establishes the government’s views on national security and also presents the mains
instruments that will allow its implementation; 2) Mexico’s strategic setting for the 21st century,
presenting the international features that have a significant influence in this change of paradigm
as well as the main threats and risks that Mexico faces; 3) Strategic objectives, which
enumerates the programmatic contents and key indicators of this policy, divided in two larger
goals and 84 specific actions; and 4) An agenda for the future: challenges of the Mexican state
on National Security, where those global phenomena that affects Mexican national security are
analyzed.58”
Cybersecurity strategy will be developed in the context of this overall strategy.

4 .7 .5 SUM M ARY O F LATAM

STRATEGIC RESEARCH TOPICS IN TRUSTWORTHY ICT
According to the report elaborated by Trend Micro and OEA 59, the digital society deployment in
Latam is, generally speaking, delayed. National Cyber Security Agendas are in the process of
being defined and priorities in cyber security are oriented to the immediate challenges, related
with:
1. Raise awareness of safe cyber habits and general cybersecurity awareness among
end users, critical infrastructure operators, and government employees.
2. Invest in and promote enrolment in technical-degree programs. Securing governmentowned and private networks requires technical know-how that is difficult to acquire in
the short term.
3. Continue to strengthen policy mechanisms to assign governmental roles and
responsibilities related to cybersecurity and to codify information- sharing and
cooperation mechanisms.
Promoting research in the field is not a priority. More immediate issues are still awaiting a
solution.
Security doesn’t play a central role in the National Digital Agendas being deployed in the region,
beyond creating awareness in the population and smart ID cards for strong authentication.
The R&D ecosystem in Latam countries is immature in comparison with Europe or other
developed countries. Generally speaking, national strategic research topics have not been
defined in any area along the region and so, not for Trustworthy ICT. Some initiatives will be
described below in this document in Collaboration opportunities.
FUNDING MECHANIMS FOR R&D
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National R&D funding instruments, at the moment in all countries, are open, not thematically
oriented. There are also collaborative R&D funding instruments in place to promote
collaboration with Europe and its Member States. They are all described in detail in a report
developed in the European Project AMERICAS (Latin America-Europe ICT Cooperation
Advanced Strategies, Grant Agreement 287805). The report is: “D.4.2 - Feasibility study on joint
strategies for future cooperation initiatives with Latin America countries 60.”
Due to the detailed analysis performed in this document and considering the numerous
countries in the region, it is not worthy to include them here.
A full list of funding agencies and international support for research in various areas, including
ICT, and collaborative programs with Europe or bilaterally with their countries can be found in
the website of the European Project FORESTA (Fostering the Research Dimension of Science
and Technology Agreements, Grant Agreement 248676 ). This Project ended by 2011, but still
most part of the information is valid. “Study on Latin America national funding agencies action
in international cooperation projects”61
COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
Research collaboration with Europe and Member States is already in place.
The EU and some of their member states, like Spain, have a tradition of collaboration with
Latam countries in collaborative research projects with long tradition program. Others are
fostering this cooperation like Germany62.
It is worth highlighting the Ibero-American Programme for Science, Technology and
Development (CYTED)63, created in 1984 through an International Framework Agreement
signed by 19 Latin American countries, Spain and Portugal.
The CYTED Programme has so far created 284 Thematic Networks, 197 Coordination
Activities, 6 Consortium Research Projects, 3 Actions of Transfer of technology to the business
area and 695 certificates IBEROEKA Innovation Projects, involving the participation of over
8,400 research groups and over 28,200 Latin American scientists and technicians.
The IBEROEKA Innovation Projects, since 1991, are a tool designed to promote cooperation in
technological research and development between industrial sector companies.
IBEROEKA’s main objective is, through close collaboration between companies and research
centres, to increase the productivity and competitiveness of the national industries and
economies that form the basis of lasting prosperity within the Ibero-American community.
This cooperation will be based, as far as is possible, on new technologies that allow the
companies to acquire a solid technological base. An agreement exists between the participating
countries to allow the financing to be decentralised and as a result each country finances its
own companies.
60

http://leadershipproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/D4-2_Feasibility-Study-on-joint-strategies_final.pdf
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The European Commission has encouraged collaboration with Latam countries through
several
projects
aiming
at
developing
a
R&D
ecosystem.
The
portal
http://www.americasportal.eu/ includes an exhaustive list of those examples.
It is worthy to highlight the initiative CONECTA2020 64 (Cooperation and Networking between
Latin America, the Caribbean and Europe to Coordinate Research Opportunities around ICT
and Horizon 2020 challenges via Technology Platforms), a project funded under FP7 program
that continuous the work done by FIRST 65 (Foster International Cooperation in the areas of
Future Internet and ICT Components and systems between Europe and Latin America) project,
coordinated by AMETIC under FP7-ICT from 2010 to 2011.
FIRST and the CONECTA2020 started creating and now fostering a network of Latam
Technology Platforms (LATPs) in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile, Mexico, Peru
and Uruguay. These networks are in the process of defining their Strategic Research Agendas.
The main link of these LATPs is with the European Technology Platforms NEM, NESSI,
Networld, TPWind, PhotoVoltaic and Smartgrids. Trustworthy ICT is a horizontal topic to all of
them but there is not a specific focus on cybersecurity.

A market rich of opportunities
Just looking at Brazil, Brazil is one of the largest markets in the world. It was the 11th largest
defense spender in 2012 and the defense budget for 2013 was $37 billion66. It is the seventh
largest online market in the world.
The report “Cyber Security Export Market: Brazil, sponsored by the Virginia Economic
Development Partnership’s”67 describes:
“Brazil’s military modernization program includes plans for investment in advanced technology
and cyber security.
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http://www.conecta2020.eu/
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http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93815_en.html
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http://export.gov/brazil/doingbusinessinbrazil/index.asp
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The Brazilian cyber security market is important because of the rate of connectivity of
individuals and the government, the planned modernization of the military, anticipated economic
growth and the lack of sufficient domestic capability to deliver the required hardware, software
and services. The White Paper to Guide Future Defense Priorities was adopted by Brazil in
2012. The Paper outlines cyber defense actions planned for the near term including the
development of Brazil’s Cyber Defense Center (CDCiber). The Cyber Defense Project is led by
the Army and is expected to invest $420 million through 2031. Additional spending is expected
from other branches of the military.”
After the knowledge of telephone interception of telephone conversations of Brazilian
President Dilma Rousseff68 by NSA (National Security Agency, USA), there are movements in
Latam promoting the idea of developing e-infrastructures less dependent on USA.
Cybersecurity needs technology, but necessarily have to be built on partnership and strategic
industry partnerships. The Latam market currently offers great opportunities for European
business expansion.
Moreover, cybercrime is strong in Latin America and many of the attacks received from Europe
come from there (Brazil ranks second after Russia). Contributed to strengthening the
cyberspace in Latin America undoubtedly contributes to security in Europe.
Lessons to learn
There are lessons to learn both ways.
As reported in the Trend-Micro report Latin American and Caribbean Cybersecurity Trends and
Government Responses: “Uruguay, for instance, has developed a robust CSIRT and overall
cybersecurity capability with minimal financial resources. Other countries have studied and
implemented cost- effective awareness-raising programs to educate citizens. The amount
of free cybersecurity software to which countries have access is astounding; although countries
are not always able to capitalize on opportunities.
The shortage of specialized knowledge and expertise needed to implement technical initiatives
could be attributed to low enrolment in technical-degree programs. The lack of qualified experts
in the Americas means that countries are virtually drowning in an unusable sea of open source
cybersecurity software and educational materials. Some countries experience this shortage
more than others, but the problem can be aided by international cooperation”.
Other comments, from the Open Empowerment initiative, strategic note of June 2013 69:
“When it comes to crime, Argentina exhibits one of the richest and most diversified cyber-crime
environments in the world. “
“Brazil has the highest level of cyber-crime in Latin America and ranks amongst the worst
affected globally. This is especially the case when it comes to fraud, identity theft, money
laundering, and other online crimes.”
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“Colombia’s economically-driven criminal groups are also migrating their operations online.
Though not necessarily amounting to a “revolution” in organized crime, such a change has
meant an amplification of conventional criminal practices. “
Latam countries are probably facing strongest challenges related with cyber delinquency than
we do in Europe and with many fewer resources. Fostering collaboration with Latam countries
would enrich European vision of cyber crime and of cyber defences based in new approaches.
Recommendations
Latam countries are a huge market opportunity due to their need of increasing their
cybersecurity and cyberdefense. That will imply investment in technology but also strategies,
training, awareness and collaboration. Europe is long experienced on those areas. Cybercrime
in Latam is a threat also to Europe and there is a lot to learn from their challenges and also from
low-cost cyber security.
Europe has already put in place collaboration programs in other ICT areas. For all previous
reasons it would be worthy to extend these efforts to trustworthy ICT, developing a stronger link
between industries based on partnership and win-win strategies.

4.8 RUSSIA
As a large country that historically wasn’t well integrated into the world economy, Russia has a
high presence of local suppliers and supporting industries. The evidence suggests, however,
that such industries have rarely developed into functioning regional clusters that drive
productivity and innovation.70
The following information is a summary of the Strategy development of information society in
the Russian Federation issued in 2008 in a Russian language approved by the President
Vladimir Putin published on the websites of
The Russian government in 2008 issued a document in which specified the strategy
development of the information society in the Russian Federation for the period 2009 - 2015.
The strategy was developed in accordance with the international obligations of the Russian
Federation, the doctrine of information security of the Russian Federation, federal laws and
normative legal acts of the Russian Federation Government, which determine the direction of
social and economic development, improvement of management and of cooperation between
state authorities and civil society in the Russian Federation.
The purpose of the creation and development of the information society in the Russian
Federation is to improve the quality life of citizens, ensuring competitiveness of Russia, the
development of economic, socio-political, cultural and spiritual aspects of life, improve
governance through using information and telecommunication technologies.
The main problems to be solved to achieve this goal include:
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•

creation of modern information and telecommunications infrastructure, providing highquality services and high availability of the public to information and technology;
improving the quality of education, health care, social protection through the development
and using information and communication technologies;
improving the system of state constitutional guarantees of human and civil rights in the
information field;
development of economy of the Russian Federation on the basis of the using information
and communication technologies;
increasing the efficiency of public administration and local self-government interaction with
civil society and business with public authorities, the quality and efficiency of public
services;
development of science, technology and engineering, training of skilled workers in the
field of information and telecommunications technologies;
maintaining a culture of multinational people of the Russian Federation, the strengthening
of moral and patriotic principles of public awareness, the development of cultural and
humanitarian education;
fight against the exploitation of the potential of information and communication
technologies to threats to the national interests of Russia.

The development of information society in the Russian Federation is based on a partnership
between government, business and civil society.
Guidelines for the implementation of the strategy
In the field of modern information and telecommunication infrastructure, providing high quality
services in the field of information and telecommunication technologies and high availability for
public information and technology:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

broadband infrastructure throughout the Russian Federation, including the use of
mechanisms of public-private partnerships;
improving accessibility for individuals and organizations of innovative services in the field
of information and telecommunications technologies;
creation of a common information space, including problems of national security;
create community centres access to government information resources, including the
state system of legal information.
regarding the quality of education, health care, social protection through the development
and using information and communication technologies:
greater using information and communication technologies for development of new forms
and methods of education, including distance learning;
the introduction of new methods of providing health care, as well as remote patient care;
provision of social services to citizens throughout the territory of the Russian Federation
with the use of information and telecommunication technologies.

In the area of economic development of the Russian Federation on the basis of the using
information and communication technologies:
•
•

Promote the use of organizations and citizens, information and communication
technologies;
creating conditions for the development of a competitive domestic industry information
and
telecommunication
technology,
computer
technology,
electronics,
telecommunications equipment and software;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attracting investment for the development of Russian information technology and
telecommunications, as well as domestic electronic industry;
creating conditions for the development of companies involved in e-commerce;
development of high-tech venture capital financing of innovative projects in the field of
information and telecommunications technologies;
stimulate the creation of new companies involved in the manufacturing of high-tech
equipment and products in the field of information and telecommunications technologies;
an increase in exports of goods and services in the field of information and
telecommunications technologies;
increase the volume and quality of public services provided by organizations and citizens
in electronic form;
improving the regulatory framework for standardization and the provision of public
services;

In the field of science, technology, engineering and training of qualified personnel in the field of
information and communication technologies:
•
•

•

•

the advancement of science and technology based on long-term forecasts generated by
technological development (anticipation);
creates conditions for the placing on the market and the introduction of scientific research
and experimental development, as well as to promote the exchange of scientific
information;
creation of legal, organizational and other conditions for strengthening the research sector
of tertiary education, state academies of sciences and industry, school equipment,
research organizations and research centers with modern scientific research, technology
and training equipment;
improving the quality of education and the creation of a system of continuous education
officials in the field of information and telecommunications technologies.

In the fight against the exploitation of the potential of information and communication
technologies to threats to the national interests of Russia:
•
•
•
•
•

traffic safety information and telecommunication infrastructure;
the security of the information and communication systems for critical infrastructure of the
Russian Federation, including critical facilities and high risk;
Increased protection of corporate and individual information systems;
the creation of a unified system of information and telecommunication devices, it is
necessary from the government, national defence, national security and public order;
improve enforcement practices in the fight against threats to using information and
communication technologies for hostile purposes;

Guidelines for the implementation of the strategy in the context of international cooperation in
the development of the information society are:
•

•
•

contribute to the development of international law and the mechanisms regulating
relations in the global information infrastructure, including internationalization of Internet
governance;
participate in the international exchange of information;
participate in the creation of international information security, improving of cooperation
between law enforcement authorities of the Russian Federation and foreign states to
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•
•

prevent, detect, deter and eliminate consequences of the using information and
communication technologies for terrorist or other criminal purposes;
Russia's participation in international research projects in priority areas of science,
technology and engineering;
contribute to the development of international standards in the field of information and
telecommunications technologies, harmonization of national standard and certification
system in this area with the international system.

In order to implement the action plan is approved strategy, development, participating federal
executive bodies, executive bodies of subjects of the Russian Federation, representatives of
business, academia and civil society organizations.
Implementation of the action plan is carried out within the relevant government programs at the
expense of budgets at all levels of the budget system of the Russian Federation, as well as
extra-budgetary resources.
Ministry of Communications, headed by Minister Nikolai Nikoforov proposes to establish a fund
for the development of local software products.
These funds should support Russian companies that develop already tested software and has
some export potential. This initiative supports the President of the Russian Federation, who has
this issue of the funds solve with the Minister for Economic Development and Minister of
Finance. The result of this support should be reducing imports of foreign products and increase
domestic production.
The government of Russia has started investment of industries which are directed to
modernization and diversification of well-performing industries. Special initiatives have been
started to promote nanotechnology and IT.
EU-Russia year of science 2014 is a year- long series of events and initiatives to promote
cooperation between EU and Russian Federation in research, education and innovation.
As an example of growing collaboration possibilities with Russian Federation were in The EURussia Year of Science 2014 is a joint initiative of the EU-Commission and the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Russian Federation organised with the EU Member States across
the EU and Russia. Its objective is to highlight the achievements and the potential of the rich
science and research cooperation between Russia and Europe.
Workshop “Bridging Russian Innovation Clusters to European Cluster Networks” is an example
of events to strengthening partnership between Russian and European innovation clusters in
terms of exchange of information and good practice and exploring the ways for cooperation
based on mutual benefits, including implementation of joint innovative projects. This workshop
was held in Düsseldorf in October 2014.71

4.9 SAUDI ARABIA
Saudi Arabia has established regulatory and legislative framework to support cyber safety, in
the light of recent cyber attacks. The kingdom is also developing a National Information Security
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Strategy. Correspondingly, Saudi Arabia has increased cyber security spending and investment
across government agencies and local governments.72
The US has been a key player in shaping Saudi Arabia´s cyber defences. The US coordinated
cyber security policies with Saudi Arabia and organized trade missions to introduce US defence
firms to the government officials.
In light of the growing threat of cyber attacks, Saudi Arabia has stated that it will begin to
concentrate in online data, information, and infrastructure protection with increased investment
in cyber defence measures.
Ministry of Communications and Information and Technology published its proposed National
Information Security Strategy in 2011 to apply to all levels of the government and unify
individual efforts.
The cyber security market in Saudi Arabia is currently centred around the protection of energy
systems and the e-commerce space. The Saudi Arabian government and private sector have
recognized that the energy infrastructure is vulnerable to cyber attacks.
The US has mobilized Saudi Arabia´s cyber security strategy, in part because of the longstanding relationship with the kingdom as well as the strategic value of its oil reserves and
exports. Correspondingly, the Saudi Arabian cyber security strategy is shaped by and overlaps
with the US ´s global cyber security agenda. The US has promoted cyber security policy models
and encouraged international norms for cyberspace conduct.
The National Information Security Strategy (NISS) priority is Information Security for all
government agencies and business sector. Information Security requires the integration of
people, processes, and technology. Each of these three components should be carefully
managed, considering the capabilities and limitations of the other components.




People - This strategy suggests among other groups of people leveraging women and the
Saudi youth as a key element to a successful Information Security deployment.
Processes – By utilizing some of the key points here and leveraging the Kingdom’s
existing laws, Saudi Arabia is well positioned to implement the NISS.
Technology – Newest and better technology will always be available. The key is to utilize
the proper tools at the proper time.

The National Information Security Strategy is an integrated strategy designed to meet the
Kingdom's national information and ICT security objectives. These objectives in turn support the
achievement of the Kingdom's long-term plans and strategy, which depend upon a secure,
reliable and resilient information infrastructure. The NISS is designed to bridge the gap from the
Kingdom's current state of information security (IS) to its future IS vision
ICT security is now a primary driver that supports the Kingdom’s growth in new areas. The NISS
is a foundational element for this growth. While most countries recognize the need to better
align information security with the goals of their nations, many are still struggling to translate this
recognition into concrete plans of action. This NISS is a strategy for guiding the Kingdom to the
needed state of information protection with secure and resilient ICT infrastructures.
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Establish a combined effort of representatives from public sector organizations with mission
responsibilities for infrastructure and the owners/operators of those infrastructures. They will
undertake the development of a national program that results in consistent risk assessments,
application of internationally recognized best practices, security controls and countermeasures
for similar infrastructures. Such results can be shared through the appropriate NISE Functions,
such as the Security Operations Center (SOC), establishing broader information sharing and
incident response/management and coordination. The national program should be designed
to:
Ensure that the ICT and information systems that underline critical national and organizational
infrastructures have implemented proactive protective and resilient technological strategies,
architectures, implementations and processes to meet critical levels of services. These
strategies, architectures, implementations and processes should be based on both dependency
and interdependency analyses and an operational risk assessment.
Leverage international standards, partnerships, alliances and collaboration through participation
in international security bodies and organizations to identify state-of-the-art practices and
technology.
Cybersecurity is an increasingly important challenge faced by the Kingdom. Many of the core
systems that underpin the economy and society are now enabled by information technology.
While this has created tremendous benefit in terms of efficiency, it has also necessitated a more
systematic approach to identifying and thwarting cyber-attacks and cybercrime. As the
Kingdom's cyber infrastructure is threatened, they will need to move quickly – both bilaterally
and with private sector owners of critical infrastructures. The Kingdom needs to respond jointly
and effectively to any attack and that takes expertise, preparation and cooperation. Achieving a
cyber-resilient ecosystem is essential.
Cybersecurity is the newest and unique national security issue of the 21st century. The shift
from traditional hacker-based cyber-attacks to the use of offensive cyber weapons is the new
reality. The potent nexus between threat and vulnerability makes it imperative that traditional
information security strategies are enhanced but also transformed to a more resilient cyber
security methodology.73

4.10 UNITED STATES
A November 2013 report from the US President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) states that:
“Cyberthreats span the range from cybercrime (with global economic damage estimated at
$100 billion to $1 trillion annually) to potentially devastating cyber-attacks against U.S.
critical infrastructure, both civilian and military. In peacetime, cyberspace without adequate
cyber security is a sanctuary from which criminal hackers, spammers, viruses, botnets, and
other cyber threats prey daily and openly on U.S. individuals and organizations. In wartime,
73
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cyberspace can become another platform from which strategic attacks can be launched
against the U.S. homeland and U.S. allies and interests abroad; cyber operations against
U.S. forces can severely degrade military capabilities.”
The effects of a successful cyber-attack might include serious consequences for infrastructure
elements such as electric power, and disruption of the response and communications
capabilities of first responders. The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) therefore has
one of its areas of focus as the development and deployment of technologies to protect the
nation’s cyber infrastructure, including the Internet and other critical infrastructures that depend
on computer systems for their mission.
In parallel the US National Science Foundation (NSF) runs academic research programs in
support of the national Strategic Plan for the Federal Cybersecurity R&D Program 74, whose goal
is to "change the game," minimize the misuses of cyber technology, bolster education and
training in cybersecurity, establish a science of cybersecurity, and transition promising
cybersecurity research into practice. This challenge requires a dedicated approach to research,
development, and education that leverages the disciplines of mathematics and statistics, the
social sciences, and engineering together with the computing, communications and information
sciences.
RESEARCH PRIORITIES
The Federal Cybersecurity Research and Development Program Thrusts are:







Inducing Change
o Designed-in Security
o Tailored Trustworthy Spaces
o Moving Target (Defense)
o Cyber Economic Incentives
Developing Scientific Foundations
Maximizing Research Impact
o Supporting National Priorities
o Engaging the Cybersecurity Research Community
Accelerating Transition to Practice
o Technology Discovery
o Test and Evaluation
o Transition, Adoption, and Commercialization

From a program perspective the Top Technical / Policy Challenges for the DHS currently are75:







Critical Infrastructure Security
Software Assurance
Mobile Device (and App) Security
Distributed Denial of Service Defences
Cyber-Physical Systems
Cybersecurity Workforce
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Legal and Ethical R&D

To address Federal R&D priorities the NSF Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC)
program supports academic research proposals that address:



Cybersecurity from a Trustworthy Computing Systems perspective and/or a Social,
Behavioral and Economic Sciences perspective, or from the;
Secure, Trustworthy, Assured and Resilient Semiconductors and Systems perspective,
focused specifically on hardware research innovation that addresses SaTC goals.

or integrate research addressing all of these perspectives.
In addition, the SaTC program seeks proposals focusing entirely on Cybersecurity Education.
Projects may include a Transition to Practice (TTP) option, enabling successful research results
to be further developed, matured, and experimentally deployed in organizations or industries,
including in networks and end systems used by members of the NSF science and engineering
communities.
FUNDING PROGRAMMES

DHS
In support of Federal R&D Priorities the Department of Homeland Security Science and
Technology Directorate, Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency (HSARPA),
Cyber Security Division (CSD) has issued a 5 year Broad Agency Announcement Broad Agency
Announcement (BAA) HSHQDC-14-R-B000576, for targeted research and development (R&D)
projects. BAA HSHQDC-14-R-B0005 will be open for five years from April 2014. The strategy
for a five-year BAA with the ability to make calls throughout the life of the BAA will allow for
quick and efficient delivery of practical R&D services to generate potential solutions for each
technical topic area. Periodically during the five years, individual calls for white papers or
proposals responding to specified technical topic areas will be issued, giving specific details
regarding the call technical topic area and submission instructions.
The anticipated DHS BAA Technical Topic Areas (TTAs) (which are representative only) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Security for Cloud-Based Systems
Data Privacy Technologies
Mobile Wireless Investigations
Mobile Device Security
Next-Generation DDOS Defenses
Cyber-Physical Systems
Application Security Threat Attack Modeling (ASTAM)
Static Tool Analysis Modernization Project (STAMP)
Network Reputation and Risk Analysis
Data Analytics Methods for Cyber Security
New Models for Cyber Security Learning
Designed-In Security
Finance Sector Cyber Security
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Cyber Security Measures and Risk Management
Data Provenance for Cyber Security
Rapid Indicators for Cyber Threats
Domain Name System Security (DNSSEC) Applications
National Initiative for Cyber Security Education

The above TTAs were provided in the BAA to help interested offerors understand the potential
Cyber Security program areas.
Calls for proposals have now been issued in the following areas with projects likely to start
around April 2015:








Distributed Denial of Service Defense (DDoSD) - three complementary Technical Topic
Areas (TTAs):
o TTA #1, Measurement and Analysis to Promote Best Current Practices
o TTA #2, Tools for Communication and Collaboration
o TTA #3, Novel DDoS Attack Mitigation and Defense Techniques
Mobile Technology Security
o TTA #1: Mobile Device Instrumentation
o TTA #2: Transactional Security Methods
o TTA #3: Mobile Security Management Tools
o TTA #4: Protecting Mobile Device Layers
Cyber Physical System Security (CPSSEC)
o TTA #1, Security Models and Interactions
o TTA #2, Secure System Design and Implementation
o TTA #3, Experiments and Pilots
Data Privacy Technologies
o TTA #1: Homeland Security Enterprise Privacy Policy Compliance Tools
o TTA #2: Privacy-Preserving Federated Search
o TTA #3: Mobile Computing Privacy

The DHS BAA project types requested cover:




Type I (New Technologies): Includes an applied research phase and a development phase,
while also including technology demonstrations in an operational environment.
Type II (Prototype Technologies): Includes a development phase, while also including
technology demonstrations in an operational environment.
Type III (Mature Technologies): Technology demonstrations in an operational environment,
though individual calls may include requests for options for pilots and/or other transition
options.

NSF
Proposals into the NSF Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace program in Trustworthy Computing
Systems; Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences; or Secure, Trustworthy, Assured and
Resilient Semiconductors and Systems may be submitted in one of the following three
categories:




Small projects: up to $500,000 in total budget, with durations of up to three years
Medium projects: $500,001 to $1,200,000 in total budget, with durations of up to four years
Large projects: $1,200,001 to $3,000,000 in total budget, with durations of up to five years
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Proposals with a TTP option may exceed the above-stated funding maxima by up to:




$167,000 for Small projects,
$400,000 for Medium projects and
$750,000 for Large projects.

In addition, proposals focusing entirely on Cybersecurity Education offer total budgets limited to
$300,000 and durations of up to two years.
RESEARCH COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
The World Cyber Security Summit in Belfast in March 2014 gave an opportunity to share views
on Trustworthy ICT research priorities with the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
The most striking research synergies that emerged in discussion were in Cyber Physical
Systems (FIRE Research Agenda Research Theme 6).
In Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) the development of solutions is still at an early Technology
Readiness Level. There are many important applications but the science and the market are not
mature, giving good opportunities for EU/ US collaboration without causing concerns about EU
competitiveness being damaged. The science bases in the EU and US are both strong and both
communities can learn from each other.
The US National Science Foundation (NSF) is working closely with multiple agencies of the
federal government, including DHS and the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), to
identify basic research needs in Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) common across multiple
application domains (transportation, emergency response, energy, healthcare etc), along with
opportunities for accelerated transition to practice. The goal of the CPS program is to develop
the core system science needed to engineer complex cyber-physical systems upon which
people can depend with high confidence.
The Department of Homeland Security is developing an applied research programme in Cyber
Physical Systems security to build on NSF research work, already works with international
partners in joint research programmes, and would be open to collaboration with EU funded
projects in this field. Relevant technologies include cybersecurity approaches for guarding
against malicious attacks on CPS as well as diagnostics and prognostics that aim to identify,
predict, and prevent or recover from faults.
DHS CSD BAA HSHQDC-14-R-B0005 intends to have foreign government participation in
cases where there are existing bilateral collaborative arrangements (e.g. Germany,
Netherlands, UK), to include access to both white papers and proposal submissions for
purposes of determining joint-funding and to include joint participation in overseeing projects
throughout the contract period of performance. This offers potential collaborative opportunities
depending on the topic concerned and associated security constraints.
There are good opportunities for EU research collaboration in Cyber Physical System security
with the US in applications of common concern e.g. Energy, Transport. The FIRE partners will
therefore investigate on behalf of their regions (beyond the end of the FIRE project)
opportunities to initiate EU research project collaboration in Cyber Physical System security with
the US in relevant applications. Research funding opportunities include the Electronic
Components and Systems for European Leadership (ECSEL) Joint Undertaking.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There are some conclusions arising from the overall vision of the set of countries presented
here:
-

-

-

-

All countries are facing cyber attacks and for all of them cyber security is a mayor
challenge. However the cyber security approaches are very different from one country
to another.
An adequate combination of technology and policies can reduce vulnerability, even in a
difficult context, like Israel or Colombia.
There is a general shortage of trustworthy ICT professionals in the world.
One of the most important policies to increase resilience is an adequate and effective
collaboration, among public and private entities within a country or a region in the world.
All countries need to put in place bodies or mechanism, including regulation, to share
information among public and private entities.
Illiteracy on the world population is a significant vulnerability. It is necessary to Increase
public awareness of how individuals can protect their own Internet data, and promote

cyber-security education and training. There are lessons to learn from Latam in this
topic.
The lack of adequate national laws to combat cyber crime attracts cyber delinquency,
like in Brazil or India.
Cyber threats are not only those coming from organized cyber crime. The scandals of
USA spying activities over allied governments have contributed to create a perception
of the need of developing indigenous industry on trustworthy ICT in some countries, or
alternative isolated infrastructure.

Europe has a high position in the world in terms of cyber security. European initiatives, like the
EPCIP or the National Cyber Security Strategies, are examples referenced worldwide. This
experience includes collaboration among member states.
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Cyber vulnerability of countries like Brazil or India, with whom Europe has strong commercial
relationships and market opportunities, become also cyber vulnerabilities for us. On one hand
because it is easy to create cyber criminal organization there to attack any other place in the
world and on the other hand because it increase risk in the commercial activities.
Europe should increase efforts to collaborate research in trustworthy ICT worldwide in several
ways:
-

-

-

-

The list of international collaboration needs in terms of cyber-security identified by
Indian industry doesn’t include research activities. India ranks badly in cyber security,
bigger problem is organizational and educational. It is not easy to find a feasible and
productive way of collaboration in terms of research when this objective it is still pending
at national level. However there are other fields of potential collaboration.
Israel is an example of effective R&D. Collaboration with Israel is already in place
through H2020 and other mechanisms.
There are good opportunities for EU research collaboration in Cyber Physical System
security with Korea in applications of common concern e.g. Energy, Transport. The
FIRE partners will therefore investigate on behalf of their regions (beyond the end of the
FIRE project) opportunities to initiate EU research project collaboration in Cyber
Physical System security with Korea in relevant applications. Research funding
opportunities include the Electronic Components and Systems for European Leadership
(ECSEL) Joint Undertaking.
Europe has already made efforts, through several FP7 projects (some of them with
AMETIC as coordinator), of developing a cross-continental research ecosystem
articulated in Technology Platforms. It would be worthy extending the efforts already
done in Latam in other ICT areas to Trustworthy ICT.
There are good opportunities for EU research collaboration in Cyber Physical System
security with the US in applications of common concern e.g. Energy, Transport. The
FIRE partners will therefore investigate on behalf of their regions (beyond the end of the
FIRE project) opportunities to initiate EU research project collaboration in Cyber
Physical System security with the US in relevant applications. Research funding
opportunities include the Electronic Components and Systems for European Leadership
(ECSEL) Joint Undertaking.
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